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Syncretic heads at the left periphery  
  
Since Chomsky (1986), generative grammar characterizes the high left periphery of clauses as a 
Complementizer Phrase (CP), a domain in which we license the selection features that trigger 
sentential complements. Subsequently, CP has been extended to root clauses (Chomsky 2001) and 
has been associated (Horvath 1995; Kiss 1995 a.o.) with functional features of a discourse pragmatics 
nature (i.e., topic and focus). With the advent of cartography (Rizzi 1997), the CP field has been 
represented as a hierarchy of functional projections, where discourse pragmatics is sandwiched 
between the heads that license the sentence (Force) and the inflectional (Finiteness) typing. The 
assumption is that this hierarchy holds cross-linguistically and that any CP is amenable to the split 
analysis. Variation arises only from the (non)instantiation of one or another projection above 
Finiteness.     
Historical and dialectal studies on Balkan languages seem to challenge the obligatory splitability of 
CP fields. This talk argues that the Bulgarian particle ta we see in the damaskin texts of the 17th 
century merges in the derivation as an unsplitable CP node. This syncretic derivation of the left 
periphery is justified by certain changes in the language that weaken the evidence for the mapping of 
the split CP. 
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